Robert Schumann is a prominent representative of the
The name of a brilliant German composer Robert Schumann is considered to be a symbol of romanticism in the history of world music.
Against the background of Western
European art of the first half of the 19 th century
Schumann stands out due to the burning passion of his music, amazing spiritual wealth and bold innovation in the figurative and genre fields (Polezhaeva, 2014) .
Continuing the tradition of German
Romanticists, he pushed the boundaries of music and proved that it is able to "shed light into the depths of the human heart -this is the mission of the artist" (Schumann, 1970: 128) . These words of the composer himself describe the spiritual essence of his work.
Schumann's musical heritage is rich and diverse in terms of genre: it is opera, symphonic music, chamber-instrumental and vocal compositions. However, the piano music holds a special place in the creative portfolio of the German composer -it is his most important and intimate sphere of lyrical expression. It is also important for us that it fully concentrates romantic tendencies.
The 30's of the 19 th century is a period for blossom of the romantic attitude of Schumann. This is the time of creation of the famous "Carnival", "Symphonic Etudes" and other opuses that opened a brand new, bright page in the piano music. Among the works of the Schumann's rapid ascent, an important place is occupied by three piano sonatas.
As is known, a sonata in different historical periods has always been a certain "battlefield" forming a kind of arch in a triad of sonatas. All researchers call the Second Sonata the most chamber-like. This is one of the most luminous and lyrical pages of the Schumann "heart diary"
that was created, of course, at the moment of soulful improvisation of the musician in love.
"The Second Sonata infinitely pleases me, Clara
Wieck wrote to the author, it reminds me of many happy and sad hours. I love it the same way I love you; your entire being etched so clearly in it..." (Zhitomirskii, 2000: 314) .
In our opinion, the three sonatas form a kind for you", the composer wrote to Clara Wieck (Schumann, 1970, 462, 478, 346) .
Secondly, there are repeated basic principles of a romantic, lyrical and psychological type of the sonata dramaturgy, which found concentrated expression in the earlier sonatas.
The First Sonata, perhaps, has the most romantic concept. Schumann always spoke of it as of a very dear page of his personal life. So, when he sent the Sonata to H. Keferstein in 1837, he wrote, "Take a look at it with love, and it will love you back. There are many bloodstains on it" (Zhitomirskii, 2000: 309) .
The sonata cycle starts with a great The sonata allegro based on variation is monothematic, since a rebellious image of the primary area prevails here capturing both exposition and development. The third cycle that does not include secondary themes is a coda. began to occur differently with Schumann" (Smirnov, 1990: 42) .
P. Tchaikovsky, with his usual brilliant intuition, wrote, "We can say with confidence that the music of the second half of this century will be the period in the future history of art, which future generations will call Schumann's.
Schumann's music that is organically adjacent to the creative work of Beethoven and, at the same time, is dramatically separated from it, opens up a whole new world of new musical forms, touches the strings that have not yet been touched by his great predecessors. There, we find an echo of the profound processes of our spiritual life, doubts, despairs and aspirations towards the ideal that overwhelm the heart of a modern man" (Konen, 1989: 310) .
It did not take much time for his prediction to come true. Schumann's creative work, starting from the beginning of the 20 th century to the present day, consistently attracts both performers and researchers who are trying to break into the unique artistic world of the brilliant German romanticist.
